ABSTRACT

As user-generated video dominates media landscapes, it poses an accessibility challenge. While disability advocacy groups globally have secured hard-won accessibility regulations for broadcast media, no such regulation of user-generated content exists. Yet, one major player in this shift, TikTok, has a culture of user-generated, creative captioning. We sought to understand how TikTok videos are captioned and the impact current practices have on those who need captions to access audio content. Therefore, we conducted a content analysis of 300 open-captioned TikToks and contextualized these findings by interviewing nine caption users. We found that the current state of TikTok captioning does facilitate access to the platform but that a user-generated, social video-specific standard for captioning could improve caption quality and expand access. We contribute an empirical account of the state of TikTok captioning and outline steps toward a standard for user-generated captioning.
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We recruited participants based on their use of captioning, rather than a specific disability or Deaf identity.
of errors depends on readers’ literacy levels, making inaccurate captions particularly harmful to DHH readers who face language deprivation.

2.2 Caption Design

On top of ensuring that videos are captioned, a significant body of work has gone into determining how to best design captions on screen. In a survey of 105 DHH caption users, Berke et al. [13] found that, given a range of options, participants preferred standard caption characteristics, including colors (black and white), timings (e.g., whole lines appearing on screen), placement (bottom of the screen), number of lines on screen (2 lines preferred), and fonts (Arial, Times New Roman, Helvetica). This suggests that DHH viewers are reluctant to move away from current, highly readable caption formats. These standard styles trace their roots back to the limited technical capacity of early American captioning technology [78]. It is standard in North America to present captions verbatim [49].

However, accessing video content via standard captions presents several known, unresolved challenges, which many alternative captioning designs have attempted to address. Differentiating between speakers while using captioning remains a pervasive problem, and researchers have explored various solutions, such as adding animations that point to the current speaker [39, 60], moving captions next to the current speaker [43, 44, 70, 78], using color and emoji [10] and designing graphical displays that use a speaker’s image and name for identification [93]. Another key priority is limiting visual dispersion—that is, prioritizing designs that group relevant information within the same visual field [59]. Several studies have explored the potential benefits of dynamic caption placement in aiding viewers’ comprehension of video content [21, 43, 57, 59], but it has been shown to significantly disrupt how viewers watch a video [76]. Some have found a strong interest in dynamically placing captions to identify speakers [43], while others have reported cautious interest, tempered by concerns that dynamic placement could be distracting and increase cognitive load [21]. Crabb et al. [28] found that, although captioning viewers wanted captions to be placed at the bottom of the screen by default, they strongly preferred the ability to customize caption placement. While crucial for the viewing experience, there are currently no effective tools available to guide authors in placing captions without occluding important on-screen information, a problem Amin et al. [7–9] have attempted to address by developing metrics.

Researchers have also explored various techniques, including color, animation, placement, and styling, to convey information such as volume [43, 70], emotion [61, 75, 78], and the quality of sound effects [98]. Butler terms these approaches ‘aesthetic’ or ‘alternative’ captions, contrasting them with ‘integral’ captions that prioritize access [22]. In a series of focus groups, she found that DHH people opposed highly aesthetic captions but concluded that creative captions that ‘maintain accessible qualities’ could be useful [22]. Zdenek argues, however, that targeting more aesthetic captions to poorly captioned sections of videos (e.g., non-speech sounds) could leverage the expressive capacity of approaches like kinetic typography while preserving readability [98].

Research has also shown that more humble interventions, such as using punctuation to indicate pauses in automatic captions [40], can positively impact caption readability. Though there are documented practices of translating internet community language into subtitling, it has not been reviewed in the context of accessibility [83]. Several researchers have attempted to address the lack of captions for non-speech sounds by creating authoring tools to graphically represent sounds [5] and generating a set of representations for domain-specific sounds [25], finding it is particularly important when sounds arise off-screen [46].

2.3 TikTok and Research

The social internet has shifted in recent years toward short-form video content. TikTok, developed in 2016, is an algorithmically-driven social media platform primarily focused on video sharing. Since 2023, the platform has reached over 1 billion active users worldwide and was the most downloaded app in 2020 [73]. Given this rise in popularity, other platforms introduced similar features for publishing brief video content (e.g., Instagram Reels – released in August 2020 and YouTube Shorts – released in September 2020) [58]. Content on TikTok is primarily short-form video-based, with videos initially limited to 60 seconds in length, and more recently extended to ten minutes [91]. TikTok is not only notable in its bias toward short content, which may be easier to caption, but recent work highlights ways that TikTok’s platform incentivizes specific kinds of content (e.g., a strong bias toward repetitive trends, a desire to optimize content for the algorithm) [17, 101], which can encourage a culture of open captioning. While initially adopted by younger populations for dance-related challenges, TikTok’s user base has since diversified, and the app is now primarily used by 19 to 29-year-olds.

TikTok has recently gained considerable attention in HCI research. Much of this work has centered on sensemaking around the proprietary and elusive TikTok algorithm [31, 52, 54, 71, 86] and specific sub-communities that vary widely from grieving individuals [37], to those with experiences of psychiatric hospitalization [82] and eating disorders [41], to users discussing acne and skincare [38, 100]. Marginalized groups have also found community belonging on TikTok. For example, research has highlighted LGBTQ+ communities [31, 87], neurodivergent-related content [6, 35], inclusive technology for disabled individuals [34], and discussions of shadowbanning in queer, trans, and disabled TikTok communities [79]. Research on the credibility of information disseminated on TikTok has also proliferated, especially with regards to the COVID-19 pandemic [11, 64, 88]. Notably, these studies often analyze the 100 most liked or viewed TikToks within certain topics or hashtags [56, 81, 96, 100].

However, little work has focused on the accessibility of the platform. TikTok did not introduce automatic captioning until April 2021 [42]. Given the primarily video-and-audio-based nature of the platform, captions are an integral part of participation for deaf, hard-of-hearing, and non-binary individuals.
We began by collecting a dataset of TikTok videos and developing a two-part mixed-methods study. We first collected and analyzed a dataset of TikToks to characterize how user-generated TikTok videos are captioned. Then, we performed complementary interviews with TikTok users who need captions to access the platform to identify the impact of these current captioning approaches.

3 METHODS

We employed a two-part mixed-methods study. We first collected and analyzed a dataset of TikToks to characterize how user-generated TikTok videos are captioned. Then, we performed complementary interviews with TikTok users who need captions to access the platform to identify the impact of these current captioning approaches.

3.1 Content Analysis

We began by collecting a dataset of TikTok videos and developing an initial codebook. We describe our method for collecting and analyzing videos, which led to the overview of TikTok captioning approaches we present in Section 4.1.

3.1.1 Data Collection and Analysis. We created a dataset comprised of (1) TikToks likely to be shown to a general audience and (2) TikToks related to Deafness and disability. We took this two-pronged approach to understand how content is captioned both when it reaches a broad audience and when it is made by communities invested in access. We chose to collect both general audience and Deafness and disability-related videos to analyze a breadth and variety of captioning practices on TikTok. Further, our analysis was targeted at understanding current practices on the platform, independent of captioning users’ viewing patterns. For this research, we define captioning as a textual representation of audio or language, including spoken language, signed languages, and other sounds.

As background, captions can be either open or closed [32]. Open captions are burned into video content, whereas closed captions can be toggled on and off. See Figure 1 for an illustration of the difference. While TikTok supports both open and closed captioning, we observed inconsistency in the availability of closed captions during preliminary analysis, with variation over time (e.g., videos appeared closed captioned one day and not another) and across devices and browsers (e.g., at the same time on the same device, videos appeared with closed captions in a mobile browser and without closed captions in the TikTok app). Due to this inconsistency, we scoped content analysis to open captions.

Because TikTok’s terms of service prohibit “us[ing] automated scripts to collect information from or otherwise interact with the Services” [92], we collected data manually. To collect data, researchers created new accounts and liked or favorited videos that met each data collection phase’s inclusion criteria. After liking and favoriting the quota of videos for each data collection round, researchers requested their account’s data from TikTok. This resulted in a JSON file containing the links to all videos that a user had liked and favorited. We parsed and combined these files, using the resultant list of video links to form our dataset.

3.1.2 General Audience Data Collection. To characterize broader trends in TikTok captioning, we sought videos that were likely to be shown to a broad audience. However, TikTok’s emphasis on personalized, automatically generated video feeds (a ‘For You Page’ or FYP), means there is not a core set of videos all TikTok users see. Therefore, we targeted videos that TikTok serves a user it has very little information about, as a proxy for general audience data. To collect this data, four members of the research team generated new TikTok accounts, and, over five days in early February 2023, each researcher liked or favorited 100 captioned videos a day. We scrolled through the research account’s FYP, liking a video if it was captioned and scrolling as soon as we determined it was uncaptioned. We excluded ads, live videos, and sponsored posts from consideration but had not yet discovered inconsistencies with closed captions, so we collected both open and closed captioned videos.

We initially collected 2000 general audience videos. Among these, 1654 were unique URLs, signifying unique videos. At the time of submission, 65.3% (1050) of the 1654 unique videos featured open captions, 28.1% (464) had no open captions, and 8.5% (140) had been taken down since initial collection. Having intentionally oversampled, researchers then randomly selected 150 videos from the set of 1050 open-captioned videos for coding and analysis, informed by sample sizes in prior work (see 2.3).
3.1.3 Deafness and Disability Data Collection. We also collected data from communities we hypothesized to be at the cutting edge of video accessibility—Deafness and disability-related content creators. We identified Deafness and disability-related videos via the following five hashtags: #Deaf, #HardOfHearing, #Disability, #Accessibility, and #Neurodiversity. We selected these hashtags to balance gathering videos with a broad focus (e.g., #Disability, #Accessibility) with videos targeting communities likely to use captions to access videos (e.g., #Deaf, #HardOfHearing, #Neurodiversity) [63, 85]. We sought this balance to ensure we had representation from communities that value captioning while not excluding groups we did not consider in advance. To collect this data, we generated five new TikTok accounts, which were used to collect data by the same four researchers who collected the general audience data (the lead author collected data on two accounts during this data collection cycle). Each account was assigned a different hashtag to collect data from daily, assigned over a five-day period. We used a Latin Square design to ensure that 1) each research account was used to collect data exactly once from each hashtag and 2) we collected data from every hashtag for each of the five days of data collection.

Over five days in April 2023, researchers searched their designated hashtag on the TikTok ‘hashtags’ results tab and scrolled until they had liked or favorited 100 open-captioned videos daily. These hashtags often had a high concentration of videos from a small set of creators and sometimes contained irrelevant or offensive content. Therefore, while collecting data researchers strategically avoided liking videos from the same creator to diversify our dataset and excluded content they deemed irrelevant. Researchers were instructed to skip a video if it was ‘clearly non-topical’, ‘ableist mockery’, or an ad, and borderline videos were included to be discussed later. The data collection process was designed to collect 2500 videos, with 500 per hashtag. However, one researcher’s device did not consistently register ‘liked’ videos and was only able to record 237 out of 500 ‘liked’ videos. We, therefore, collected 2,237 videos, 1,208 of which were duplicates, resulting in a final dataset of 1,029 videos. To match our general audience data, we coded and analyzed a random set of 150 of these videos. The distribution of hashtags in our final dataset is shown in Table 1.

3.1.4 Video Content Analysis. We iteratively developed a coding scheme to analyze how videos are captioned. Over three cycles, four researchers drafted a set of codes, applied them to 25-30 videos, and discussed gaps, redundancies, and disagreements before settling on a coding scheme. After the final round of coding, researchers achieved an average Krippendorf’s Alpha inter-rater reliability score of .71 on all quantitatively analyzed codes.\(^9\) The final coding scheme tracked three key components of captioning: audio and text coverage, style and placement, and caption content.

We then applied our coding scheme to 150 general audience and 150 Deafness and disability TikToks. To diversify our examination of captioning practices, we analyzed only one video per creator. The same four researchers who collected data and generated the coding scheme coded the videos, with two researchers coding each video over the course of two rounds. In the first coding round, each researcher coded 75 open captioned videos (one half General Audience, one half Deafness and Disability Related). Each coder’s set of videos was then randomly sorted into thirds and distributed to other members of the coding team. During the second round, each researcher again coded 75 videos. Upon completing both rounds of coding, each pair of researchers discussed and resolved the differences between their coding of the 50 videos they both analyzed. This process produced a single, authoritative coding for each of the 300 videos we analyzed.

We then performed a mixed-methods analysis of our coded data. For quantitative data, we calculated summary statistics and for qualitative data, we open coded responses\(^11\). To conduct this analysis, we split our coding scheme into thirds and had two researchers analyze each third, with the lead researcher taking part in all analyses.

We also conducted a word error rate (WER) analysis on the videos we identified as containing at least one error. Though we identified errors in 59 videos, only 55 were still posted on TikTok at the time of calculation. For those videos, we transcribed the open captions directly and then manually generated a verbatim transcript of the video. We used the Amberscript implementation of the NIST Scoring Toolkit\(^12\), to calculate the WER for each video and computed the overall average WER. We also calculated the WER for the three videos shown during the interviews.

3.2 Interview Study

To complement our TikTok video content analysis, we performed semi-structured interviews with TikTok users who need captions to access the platform, seeking to understand the impact of common TikTok captioning approaches. Following Mack and McDonnell et al. [68], we defined eligibility by captioning use, rather than specific disability, recruiting participants who use captions “due to Deafness, disability, neurodiversity, or related condition.” We relied on established connections within Deaf and disability communities to recruit participants, reaching out to relevant mailing lists and using snowball sampling.

The semi-structured interviews, conducted over video conference, lasted one hour and had three parts (See Supplementary Materials for the interview protocol). First, we asked participants to reflect on their current experiences with TikTok and how (in)accessible videos are to them. We then selected three videos, all with more than 500,000 likes\(^13\), from our dataset, which exemplified key aspects of

---

\(^{9}\)A full codebook, granular IRR data, and codes contained in this group can be found in the supplementary materials.

\(^{11}\)Supplementary materials include specifics on how each characteristic was analyzed.


\(^{13}\)We intentionally selected videos with a large viewership to mitigate privacy concerns.
captioning identified in our content analysis. The first video\textsuperscript{14} (WER = 6.1\%) captioned speech but not background music and used varied caption color, placement, and size. The second video\textsuperscript{15} captioned one of the two speakers but did not caption the dog – a salient audio source – or the yelling by the two speakers. Participants were shown the original video (WER = 37.5\%) as well as an edited version made by the first author, which captioned all audio (WER = 0.0\%). The final video’s\textsuperscript{16} captions (WER = 0.0\%) were formatted standardly but represented a voice-over track not connected to on-screen actions. After participants viewed the videos, we probed for their reaction to certain aspects of the captioning. Finally, the study session concluded with a discussion of what participants would like to see in the future and a comparison of current TikTok norms to other video content. Participants were compensated $40, automatic captions were always enabled, and we arranged ASL interpretation and CART transcription upon request.

We had nine participants in this study. Their average age was 39.1 years old (range 19-73), and five identified as Deaf, three as deaf\textsuperscript{17} two as hard of hearing, one as neurodiverse, and two as having some other disability (some participants held multiple identities). With regard to gender, seven participants identified as women and two identified as men. Participants self-reported their race: 66\% were white, 11\% Black, 22\% Asian or Pacific Islander and 11\% Native American. We required that participants frequently use TikTok, and 44\% reported using the platform multiple times daily, 22\% reported daily use, 22\% reported using TikTok 3-5 times a week, and 11\% reported weekly use. We required participants have experience reading captions in English and five also reported communicating using ASL.

We used a mix of top-down coding and reflexive thematic analysis [19, 20] to analyze interview data. Upon completing interviews, researchers reviewed transcripts, flagging data aligned with content analysis findings and taking notes to form a codebook.\textsuperscript{18} Data that aligned with content analysis findings was open coded and integrated accordingly. Researchers coded the remaining data in two stages - one researcher completed the initial coding pass and a second reviewed their work. Across this process, the lead researcher reviewed all transcripts. Coded data was then developed into themes using an inductive, semantic, and critical realist approach. Theoretical analysis emphasizes the role of authors’ positionalities. We are a mixed-ability research team, with some members identifying as DHH, neurodivergent, and/or disabled. The lead researcher is a hearing person with conversational ASL skills. Authors identify as white and Asian.

4 FINDINGS

We present a content analysis of TikTok captions, highlighting key considerations that go into captioning and integrating participant perspectives on the impact of different captioning choices. We then identify broader themes around the state of TikTok accessibility for captioning users.

4.1 The Current State of TikTok Captioning

To characterize TikTok captioning, we examine how audio and language are represented in caption text, style and design choices, and caption content.\textsuperscript{19} As relevant, we contextualize these video analysis findings with interview participants’ perspectives and preferences. Table 2 provides an overview of the facets of captioning we analyze in this section.

4.1.1 Audio, Language, and Text. We required videos in our dataset have captions, but creators did not caption all audio equally. Understanding what audio is present in videos and how comprehensively it is captioned reveals what creators prioritize when making a video accessible. Therefore, we focus on how much audio is captioned in TikTok videos and how that aligns with participant preferences. We provide an overview of audio types then discuss how human speech, music, non-speech sound, and signed languages were captioned.

We categorized video soundscapes as containing 1) human utterances only (e.g., speech, singing, laughter), 2) sounds not uttered by a human (e.g., dog barking, instrumental music, clapping, appliance beeping), or 3) a mix of both. Figure 2 shows how often each audio type occurred in our dataset and how frequently each type was captioned. Most, but not all, videos (72.7\%, 218/300) consistently captioned each audio type. Videos were considered to be captioned consistently in two situations – when all of one audio type was captioned in videos that audio type, or if an audio type was present and never captioned. For example, if a video contained spoken and sung human utterances and did not caption singing, we considered its captioning inconsistent.

\textbf{Human Utterances.} Human utterances were part of nearly every video in our datasets (99\%, 297/300), and were largely captioned (96.7\%, 290/300). Most commonly, these captioned human utterances were speech = 85.7\% of videos (257/300) contained people

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{14}https://www.tiktok.com/@bustinndlexi/video/7188243037972106539
\textsuperscript{15}https://www.tiktok.com/@bananna_k/video/7198305835943185710
\textsuperscript{16}https://www.tiktok.com/@austinandlexi/video/7188243037972106539
\textsuperscript{17}Capital ‘D’ Deaf often signals identity with Deaf community, whereas lower-case ‘d’ deaf more frequently refers to the audiological experience of deafness [72]
\textsuperscript{18}See Supplementary Materials for the codebook
\textsuperscript{19}See the Content Analysis Codebook in Supplementary Materials

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{counts_of_audio_types.png}
\caption{Bar chart displaying the number of videos where each audio type was present and videos that captioned each respective audio type. Videos with only human utterances accounted for the majority of captioned videos (94.7\%, 284/300)}
\end{figure}
Facets to Consider

If music is captioned, participants preferred that creators use written interpretation [12].

Music. Though many videos in our dataset contained lyrical or instrumental music, it was often uncaptioned—interestingly, a decision participants supported. Though we could not reliably quantify the presence of music in videos, we observed that it was rare for the presence of music (instrumental or lyrical) to be indicated in captions. When captioned at all, lyrics were often selectively captioned rather than fully transcribed. Largely, participants did not find captioning music to be necessary on TikTok. Many participants agreed that it was "honestly easier not to know" (P9) about most music because, on a small screen, "it just gives more things that I need to read and then it gets frustrating" (P6). Some participants linked this to their Deaf identity: "music does nothing for me, I don’t understand it—I am profoundly Deaf and have always been Deaf" (P4). If music is captioned, participants preferred that creators use a music note emoji (P2) or briefly note the tone indicated by the music (e.g., [upbeat music] P8) rather than transcribing lyrics.

Signed Languages. We observed several videos that captioned sign language (13.3%, 40/300), all from our Deafness and disability data collection, though our interview participants reported infrequently coming across videos that captioned signed languages. Signed videos took a wide range of approaches to audio: 22.5% (9/40) captioned no audio and only captioned signing. However, often people signed and spoke content simultaneously[20], interpreted music and TikTok sounds, or used text-to-speech to voice an English interpretation of their signing. However, because our data collection processes sought captioned videos, they likely do not reflect all signed content on TikTok. P6 and P8 both reflected on encountering uncaptioned signed videos as DHH people who know some ASL but do not primarily sign, noting it is "kind of weird for me, because I’m like, you want me to understand you, but you’re going to make me work for it" (P6). P9 pointed out that captioning signed videos poses a challenge, as there is not a "standard way to have captions for our language."[21]

Non-Human Utterances. Only 2.3% of videos (7/300) in our dataset captioned non-human utterances, a stark contrast to how spoken and signed languages were captioned but somewhat aligned with participant preferences. Interview participants were mostly interested in captioning ‘important’ sounds and sounds that were not obviously visually indicated. Participants stressed the importance of considering the purpose and impact of sound in a video: "someone’s just making a like, kind of annoying, stupid noise, I don’t really need context for the noise they’re making" but captioning relevant sounds "added flavor to the video" (P6). Additionally, P9 noted that the TikTok format made environmental audio less relevant than in other media: "if you miss sound on a [TikTok] video, you can still enjoy it, but for movies you are left wondering."

4.1.2 Style and Placement. TikTok captions are notable in their use of a wide range of approaches to style and placement. As P3 put it: "I think that the captions on TikTok are way way way more creative and people seem to be having more fun with captioning compared to [traditional video platforms]." We sought to understand how videos in our dataset approached caption timing and animation, placement, color, and formatting. Overall, while there was nonstandard style and placement throughout our dataset, participants preferred captions that prioritized practical access over novel designs.

Timing and animation. When choosing how to time and animate captions, the majority of videos aligned with participants’ preferences for captions to be "static, right there, simple, clean" (P1). Most videos (83.3%, 250/300) timed their captions similarly to movies and TV: a few lines appear on screen at a time and refresh once all content is spoken. Other timings included captioning speech one or a few words at a time (5.0%, 15/300 videos) and emulating live captions (3.3%, 10/300), with words appearing as they are spoken, building into captioned lines (see Figure 4). Most participants stressed the need for captions to not disappear "so quickly that I don’t have time to read it" (P2). P9 provided a differing perspective, noting that while rapid-fire captions are "not 100% accessible", she “really like[s] it, cause it shows me the way [a TikTok creator is] talking.” Caption rate has long been considered an obstacle to caption readability [48], and user-driven choices around caption timing add another dimension to this discussion. 10.0% of videos (30/300) animated captions in some way, occurring more frequently in general audience videos (15.3%, 23/150) than in Deafness and disability videos (4.7%, 7/150). Common animation styles include fading, bouncing, and erratic motion (e.g., strobing, shaking) (see

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Facets to Consider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio, Language, and Text</td>
<td>- Types of sounds in videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Amount of audio covered by captions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Approaches to captioning signed languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style and Placement</td>
<td>- Caption timing and animation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Caption placement and alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Use of color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Text formatting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>- Deliberate non-verbatim transcription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Additional content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Captioning accuracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: An outline of the key facets of user-generated open captions that we discuss in Section 4.1

[20] Known as simultaneous communication or sim-coming
[21] English language captions can never directly represent signing and only provide a written interpretation [12]
Participants noted that this amount of motion on screen "can be really jarring" (P3).

**Placement.** Despite interview participants’ strong preference for captions that stay in one location, over a third of videos (34.3%, 103/300) moved captions around the screen over the course of the video. Variable caption placement was more prevalent in Deafness and disability videos (43.3%, 65/150) than in general audience videos (25.3%, 38/150). Commonly, caption placement was used to differentiate information—for example, separating types of audio (e.g., TTS, laughter, human speech) or contributions from multiple people (see Figure 3). Caption movement could also serve as a meta-structure to organize the video's content (e.g., separating questions and answers, moving from topic introduction to content). However, many videos included seemingly random placement or placement motivated solely by a high-contrast background. Captions were placed in all regions of the screen, with a slight bias toward the top of the video, a departure from established practice [21].

Participants consistently reported problems with poorly placed captions. Often, TikTok’s dense UI elements on the bottom and right sides of the screen overlap with captions and make it so “I can’t see those captions” (P9). In contrast to many captioning standards, P7 suggested that creators should default to placing captions along the top of the video as “more things are happening on that floor 80% of the screen instead of like the top 20%.” Additionally, participants did not like when the ‘captions felt far from the action’ as their “eyes were doing double work, popping up and down” (P4), a common captioning consideration known as visual dispersion [59]. However, the value of placing captions near relevant visuals comes into conflict with the desire to not move captions around the screen. If captions move throughout a video, P2 noted “I had to look all around to figure it out … If it was all in one place each time, then I know where to look for placement.”

**Color.** Color choice had a strong impact on caption comprehension, including both the text outline and fill colors. Over 87% (262/300) of videos used black-and-white captions (see Table 3), which were preferred by our interview participants. However, 29.3% (88/300) used other color combinations, most commonly white text on a colorful background (15.7%, 47/300 videos) or colorful text outlined in white (7.7%, 23/300). Videos used multiple captioning colors 22.3% (68/300) of the time, which most frequently served to differentiate speakers and sounds or to emphasize specific phrases within the video (see Figure 3). Participants’ priority for color schemes was that they produce “simple captions that I can read” (P5), allowing for more colorful captions to differentiate speakers or sound sources only if readability was the guiding principle. Suggestions included using bright color in the caption background and keeping the text black (P6) or, as P3 suggested, using different combinations of black and white: “maybe black text with white background for the first speaker and black background and white text for the second speaker, so that way it feels more consistent”.

**Formatting.** Videos also leveraged formatting elements such as typeface, size, and capitalization to style their captions, but most
deviations from a perceived norm were not well-received by participants. A vast majority (94.7%, 284/300) of videos used the same typeface throughout their video, but variation was used to differentiate video titles from captions, to emphasize the final lines of videos, and to indicate a speaker change (see Figure 3). We also observed that videos frequently departed from standard rules of capitalization, using all-caps to emphasize certain words, captioning some videos entirely in all-caps, and sometimes not capitalizing any words in captions. Participants did not find this to be helpful variation: “I just don’t want them changing the style and the font and the letters—that is really hard” (P5). Though we were unable to consistently quantify trends in font size, we observed a high degree of variation. Size changes could be meaningful, differentiating an important phrase from the rest of captions, or somewhat randomly scaled with regard to the amount of text on screen. Participants suggested that having the font “large enough to be able to read” (P2) is critical to readability and noted that if they come across “captions that are like, tiny . . . I can’t read that . . . I’d swipe through [and skip the video]” (P8).

4.1.3 Considerations Around Caption Content. While the above two subsections focused on how audio was translated into captions and how captions were styled and placed, here we consider the content of captions themselves. Going beyond the presence of captions and considering their content, we analyzed instances when language was not captioned verbatim, when additional content was added, and when the captions had errors (see Figure 4).

Deliberate Non-Verbatim Captioning. Though the Deaf community has long advocated for verbatim captions [49]—as opposed to summarized or censored captions—our interview participants had nuanced, context-dependent perspectives on non-verbatim, user-generated captions. In our video analysis, we found that 18.3% (55/300) videos deliberately used non-verbatim captions, mostly often to caption a curse word or other vulgarity (e.g., “shit” captioned as “sh*t”), though sometimes to replace content that was not obviously a censorship target (e.g., “autism” captioned as “the ‘tism”). Popular strategies for altering words included using asterisks or other punctuation in place of vowels, removing letters from words, replacing the spoken word with an alternative (e.g., “fucking” captioned as “friggin”), and using acronyms, abbreviations, and emoji in the place of fully voiced words. Notably, these instances of non-verbatim transcription were limited in scope, often impacting single words in videos. Participants largely echoed P6’s reaction that they “haven’t come across censored captions too much”, but that “it’s kind of just like something you have to deal with.” Breaking with a long tradition of strong opposition to censored captions [99], many participants shared P9’s sentiment that, while “I don’t like it when they [censor content] . . . I understand the creator’s reasoning.” Participants still disliked the ways that censorship feels like “you’re treating me as if I’m less than or as if I’m fragile because I can’t hear” (P6). However, they considered that audiences contain “young people too” (P8) and that creators may need to protect their content on a platform prone to censoring videos [79]. In fact, P3’s initial reaction to much of the non-verbatim content she saw on TikTok was that it “feels like I’m getting older” as she noticed patterns of captioning that “kind of became a language and a culture to get around the censors.” Overall, while non-verbatim captions provide lower-quality access, participants took a nuanced view, understanding them as part of platform culture in the face of censorship and shadowbanning.

Adding Content to Captions. In our dataset, 23.7% (71/300) of videos added content to captions beyond direct transcription, often communicating paralinguistic aspects of speech (e.g., tone). This occurred more frequently in Deafness and disability videos (34.7%, 52/150) than in general audience videos (12.7%, 19/150). Most commonly, videos included emojis, frequently used to indicate the tone of the spoken content (e.g., 😃, 😈, 😈) or to match the topic of the video (e.g., 😃, 😈, 😈 for a video using the song “Under the Sea”). Participants largely liked emoji additions but emphasized that while sparing emojis can “help me understand mood and the perspective,” excessive use is “a little bit cringey” (P6). P4 likened emojis that matched the tone of a caption to non-manual markers, a key component of ASL grammar that often serve as a tone modifier. While many videos entirely omitted punctuation, when used, punctuation helped to differentiate types of content (e.g., indicating that “whispers” was a tonal description, not a captioned word), to convey volume or emphasis (e.g., using !!! and !?), and to convey the pace of speech in captions (e.g., a caption that reads “It’s just . . . I’m.”)

Captioning accuracy. In our analysis of TikTok captioning accuracy, we found that captions were largely accurate—which also reflected our participants’ experiences. We identified at least one error in 19.7% of videos (59/300), with errors in 24.0% (36/150) of Deafness and disability-related videos and in 15.3% (23/150) of general audience videos. The average word error rate (WER) among videos with at least one error was 7.9%, ranging from 0.5% to 35.7%.

Error types included word substitutions (e.g., “old on” instead of “hold on”, “rep saint of” instead of “Representative”), deletions (e.g., captioning “what’s great” as “great”), and insertions (captioning “got her dressed” as “got it her dressed”). Overall, participants reported noticing errors in TikTok captions but largely agreed with P2’s assessment that “there’s always going to be some words that are missed or incorrect, but you basically get the overall content, and you’re able to follow.” Errors did still impact participants’ experience, as participants skipped videos with highly inaccurate captions and stressed that when captioning “doesn’t have as many spelling errors and word choice errors, I’ll have fewer misunderstandings” (P5).

4.2 Participant Experiences with and Desires for User-Captioned Content

While specific facets of captioning, as we explored in Section 4.1, are crucial to video accessibility, participants also reflected broader factors shaping their use of TikTok. Here, we highlight findings on the impact of changing caption norms, perspectives on accessibility on TikTok, and desires for the future. These findings draw entirely from participant interviews.

4.2.1 Changing Captioning Norms. Participants reflected on the impact of two changing norms in captioning: the use of automatic captioning and a shift toward open captioning.

Participants felt that automatic captioning tools produced passable TikTok captions, though they did not match the gold standard.
of human captioning. Since TikTok rolled out automatic captioning in spring 2021 [74], participants reported significant increases in access: "I do feel like now with the automatic captions, almost all videos are accessible" (P9). There was, however, still a perceived drop in quality. P5 expressed his desire for "not the automated, not the kind of robotic one, but the person, the live person doing the captioning." Many shared P6’s experience that, when viewing automatic captions, "you don’t get the full context of what they’re saying, but you kind of have, like, a broad spectrum of what they’re saying." Participants stressed that not all automatic captioning errors have the same impact. Despite usually being able to guess at errors, P8 recounted once spending "half the video" trying to make sense of a single error—the name of the subject of the video—and concluded that "how disruptive [an error] is is not absolute."

Closed captioning is usually considered the best practice for captioning a video, but many participants preferred the shift toward open captioning because embedding captions in a video makes it durably accessible. Some participants primarily watched TikToks off the app and, therefore, only had access to open captioned TikToks, as closed captions are an app-specific feature [42]. While some had a hard time adjusting away from closed captions, “what I’ve used most of my life” (P6), others valued that open captions were “non-turnable-offable” (P4). P9 highlighted the cultural shift that open captions represented: “[closed captioning] feels like an assistive tool instead of a complete experience, which the embedded captions do feel like.”

4.2.2 Nuances of Platform Accessibility. The kind of content that participants consumed significantly shaped their access needs for that video. If videos primarily contained speech, participants needed captions: “if people are just standing there talking to each other or to the camera … then I need to know what the words are” (P5). However, participants still reported enjoying a substantial body of uncaptioned content. P4 explained that “if it is more action, and show rather than tell” then uncaptioned videos were still worth watching (e.g., gymnastics (P1), cooking (P3), animals (P2, P4, P7)). Notably, participants had varied interests and watched a diverse range of TikTok content, emphasizing that it is important that all kinds of content are made accessible. As P3 put it, “if the video is not captioned, I’ll just be like ‘hmmmm I guess this person doesn’t care about us.”’

When participants perused TikTok individually, uncaptioned videos proved to be less of an access barrier than when engaging with TikTok socially. Participants attributed the relatively high amount of captioned content they were shown to TikTok’s algorithmically mediated nature, which they understood to “keep your preferences … so you can use that algorithm to watch things you like” (P9). This curated view led P8 to reflect: “I think it is quite accessible … but I think I could argue that it is inaccessible if there are videos that don’t have captions on them, I just don’t see many of them.” TikTok’s endless scroll design made it so that it was usually easy for participants to just “skip any videos without a [captioning] option” (P3), but this became complicated when viewing specific videos sent by family and friends. In P4’s experience, sharing and discussing videos is “part of the social engagement nowadays” and this interaction breaks down if the videos being shared are not captioned. P2 shared that when her siblings send her uncaptioned TikToks she’ll respond “Hello! – I’m Deaf,” to which they reply “oh, right, sorry” and then explain the content of the video.

Participants did not all feel similarly about the volume of inaccessible content on TikTok. Some felt that "TikTok videos are not like a ‘need’ thing ... it’s free entertainment" and therefore did not
take issue with the fact that not everything is accessible since “you will find something eventually” (P7). However, others recounted that their reaction to inaccessible content was “a sense of resignation” because “it’s frustrating, honestly. It means that Deaf people are falling further and further behind” (P5).

4.2.3 Desires for the Future. When considering what they’d like to see on TikTok in the future, participants had one overarching desire: “I would love it if every video was captioned” (P8). P1 envisioned this world: “I would love to wake up in the morning and just go, ‘oh, I can tell what’s going on.’” Toward that goal, participants considered how creators could better prioritize access, ways to integrate captioning standards and guidelines into the platform, and opportunities for customization.

Participants highlighted the ways that individual creators’ choices shape video accessibility and proposed ways to improve norms on the platform. P3 reflected that, while TikTok creators often start with some knowledge of captioning, there is room for improvement: “I think people are so much better at captioning their videos, but they're still learning to caption it in an accessible way that is also enjoyable.” Many saw creators’ investment in captioning as a way to win their viewership: “my time, time is valuable right? And, basically, I’m going to give the reward to watch something to someone who’s invested time to make it accessible” (P2). When considering how to move toward more captioned content, P5 reflected that, rather than a technical approach, creators should “maybe just listen to us, I guess” and prioritize including deaf and disabled viewers. Recognizing that creators are key stakeholders and that captioning is effortful, participants proposed ways that TikTok’s design could encourage and support creators in adding captions. P6 imagined adding a way to contact creators about their video accessibility, hoping that direct feedback would help creators realize “this would really help. And then it doesn’t get lost.” P7 also envisioned that TikTok could help teach creators how and why to caption videos: “whenever they are posting something, they can have like a prompt … ‘do you wanna caption the video’ or… benefits of captioning.” Multiple participants also noted that TikTok, as a platform, could build in automatic captioning by default, making it so that if higher-quality creator-generated captions were not available, the video would retain a modicum of accessibility.

Across the board, participants noted the lack of guidelines for TikTok captions. P2 contrasted the state of most captioned media to TikTok: “when it comes to the captioning industry, there are rules, there are standards, and they know what they are. But TikTok, it’s wide open, anything goes. It’s an open source.” Participants suggested that there should be a way “to clarify some rules” (P5) for captioning in a way that would still “allow for a little creativity” (P2). For P3, this looked like building guidance into the tools creators use to make videos: “it would be really fun if everyone had a selection of captioning styles to choose from that they know would be really accessible … [and] some technology to tell them ‘hey, your captions are overlapping this and that, let’s move them to a different place.’”

Participants also imagined that the platform would become more accessible if captions were customizable. P1 reflected that, when watching streaming television, “you can actually pick your own background and color of the [captions]—that’s really awesome.” Others noted their experience with platforms like Zoom, where they can “drag [captions] and move them anywhere on the screen” (P3). P6 stressed that TikTok has the opportunity not to have to make captioning a “one size fits all” experience, and that customization would lead to a more accessible experience. P7 believed that being able to change the color, resize, move, or turn off captions was also key to improving the user experience of TikTok. This customizability could extend to being able to configure settings that instructed TikTok: “don’t even bother to send me things that are not, you know, captioned or whatever” (P1).

5 DISCUSSION

Our findings highlight relevant factors to consider when assessing how a user-generated video is captioned and point to a need for greater standardization of user-generated captions. We, therefore, discuss steps toward a captioning standard for user-generated social video, consider the future of user-driven captioning, and envision how disability justice concepts can help guide future user-generated captioning efforts.

5.1 Steps Toward a Captioning Standard for User-Generated Content

Having analyzed the current user-generated captioning practices in our TikTok dataset, we compare these unregulated, user-generated approaches to formal captioning standards. Participants frequently made sense of TikTok captions in relation to their understanding of standard practices, indicating that participants’ preferences for captions were strongly influenced by such standards. We therefore compare our findings on the current state of TikTok captioning with an established standard—the Described and Captioned Media Program (DCMP)—, as an exploration of what a future user-generated captioning standard could consider. Because standards vary internationally and have been shown to shape geographically-specific captioning preferences [78], we compare our findings from English-language videos and interviews with US-based participants to an American standard. While the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is the US regulatory group that controls captioning, their guidelines are broad, focusing primarily on “accuracy, synchronicity, program completeness, and placement” [26]. However, incorporating FCC rulings and a wide body of research, the Described and Captioned Media Program (DCMP), a project by the National Association of the Deaf, has developed a comprehensive set of standards known as the Captioning Key [30]. The DCMP’s level of detail allows us to identify specific areas where the user-generated practices we observed align with or diverge from a respected standard. Their guidance is also applicable to both open and closed captions, in line with current practices on TikTok. In the following list, we compare our findings, as relevant,23 to the DCMP’s major sections—text, language mechanics, presentation rate, sound effects and music, speaker identification, and special considerations.

- **Capitalization.** DCMP standards recommend mixed-case capitalization (e.g., “My dog and I played fetch.”) except to indicate shouting. While not the norm, we observed videos that used no capitalization, mixed case within words (e.g., WoOoOo), and all-caps regardless of sound volume.

23The Captioning Key is targeted toward captioning creators, so not all recommendations are relevant or information we tracked in our analysis.
• Typeface and Color. The DCMP narrowly recommends captions use the same typeface and use white text over a translucent box. We found limited typeface variation, but a wide variety of combinations of black and white, as well as multicolored captions.

• Caption Rate. Per the DCMP, captions should be a minimum duration of 40 frames (slightly over one second) and a maximum of six seconds. Caption rates should also stay between 130 and 160 WPM. While we did not quantify caption duration or speed, participants reported that TikTok captions felt too fast, and we observed captions that updated with each word. Prior work finds that captions are maximally readable at 145 words per minute, but that this varies with a person’s experience using captions [48].

• Caption Placement. Standards recommend placing captions at the bottom or, as a backup, at the top of the screen, moving captions left to right to identify speakers during dialogue. We observed captions moving across the entire screen with no clear norms for how placement can differentiate information.

• Punctuation. The DCMP stresses adhering to formal punctuation rules, but we observed both a lack of punctuation and creative use of punctuation.

• Censorship. The DCMP explicitly instructs creators to capture profanity and slang verbatim. We observed some non-verbatim captioning, and findings suggest that, on social video sharing platforms that censor videos, captioning guidelines must account for the fact that creators’ choice to generate non-verbatim captions can come not from paternalism toward captioning users, but from material consequences due to platform censorship practices [79].

• Sound Effects. Standard captioning of sound effects does not caption all non-speech sounds but prioritizes those necessary to understand or enjoy a video. This aligned with participant expectations but not with trends in our TikTok data—very few videos captioned non-human utterances. The DCMP provides a format for captioning sound effects or describing the quality of sounds (e.g., [whispering]), but we observed a greater variety of approaches (e.g., “whispering”).

• Music. The DCMP requires that instrumental music be described only when it is essential to understanding the video but suggests that music lyrics should always be captioned. We observed that music, instrumental and lyrical alike, was rarely captioned in our datasets, but participants did not identify this as a problem. They did not want the additional cognitive load of descriptions or transcription of music that was not vital to their understanding of a video. If music was captioned, participants prioritized mood descriptions over transcription of lyrics.

• Speaker Identification. The DCMP suggests captions identify speakers by being placed underneath the current speaker and to identifying each speaker by name, but, in our datasets, captions were more likely to use different colors than names to differentiate speakers and varied placement both vertically and horizontally.

Ultimately, we find that any future guidelines for user-generated captioning should build from traditional standards, with key points of departure. While current standards stress formal mechanics of grammar, language, and punctuation, the looser standard we observed seemed to be appropriate for the tone of videos and was not a notable accessibility barrier. Regarding font and color, the current state of color use on TikTok often resulted in less readable captions, but participants agreed that a greater range of caption color than the DCMP’s recommendation could be useful, if readability is prioritized. Although current standards recommend captioning all music, smaller screens and a different artistic role of music in user-generated social videos suggest that music should be captioned sparingly to lessen cognitive load. Our small set of participants’ initial reaction highlighted that captions on TikTok are displayed too rapidly, and future work should explore both an optimal captioning rate and presentation style, taking into account the impact of varied literacy, hearing status, and experience using captions. Finally, the algorithmic censorship of videos on platforms like TikTok raises questions about verbatim captioning, and future standards may consider what kinds of non-verbatim captioning methods preserve information access without risking content removal and shadow-banning [55, 79]. Recent work by Klug et al. [55] found that TikTok creators largely use non-verbatim ‘algospeak’ to evade algorithmic consequences, suggesting that future user-generated captioning standards must account for the content moderation behaviors of video-hosting platforms. Our findings demonstrate a need for guidance to ensure that user-generated captions successfully extend video accessibility, and we present this comparison as a first step toward shaping future standards.

5.2 Toward The Future of User-Generated Captioning

The videos in our dataset are representative of a new era of considerations for captioning: they are open-captioned by users engaged in internet culture. This poses new considerations for captioning design and research, namely how to engage video creators, who to study as captioning users, and how to systematically study open captions.

Traditional captioning tool design either assumes captions will be generated by professional CART captioners (e.g., [46, 53, 59]), or by automatic speech recognition-based tools (e.g., [23, 70]), and therefore does not consider the needs of non-expert captioners. Video creators are fundamental to the existence of user-generated captioning, and our findings reveal many avenues for future change that require significant effort from video creators. Future platform design should consider ways to both incentivize and enforce high-quality captioning, and future work needs to engage video creators in the design of those systems.

Captions have traditionally been studied as a tool used by DHH people (e.g., [16, 28, 59]), but recent research has emphasized that other disability communities, particularly neurodivergent people, also use captions to access audio/video content [85]. Correlating assistive technology use with a single disability group thus misses the perspectives of these other potential users [68]. Further, even within Deaf and hard of hearing captioning users, preferences and experiences can differ [60, 90]. To account for these varied users
and experiences, we explicitly recruited “captioning users” broadly rather than focusing on a specific group such as DHH participants. However, all but one of our participants identified as DHH, which means that we were unable to enable tensions among the needs of different groups of captioning users—an important direction for future work. Analogously, past work has found that users of alt text, another user-created digital access tool, have a variety of preferences [66, 89]. Researchers and designers have begun to propose approaches to alt text provision that meet varied needs, namely customization. In a similar vein, understanding and including the needs of all people who use captions to meet an access need is crucial to ensuring an inclusive future of captioning design.

Finally, the shift toward open captioning produces a new set of considerations when assessing captioning quality. Recently, HCI captioning researchers have emphasized the importance of metrics to understand and improve caption accuracy [50] and placement [9]. The set of features we analyzed (see Table 2) could serve as a step toward a structured analytical tool for understanding the quality of open captions. Such a tool could support future researchers in assessing factors beyond accuracy, holistically encompassing elements of audio coverage, design, and captioning content, which are necessary to consider when engaging with open-captioned videos. These features could also be useful in creating future tools to guide non-expert caption creators in making considered decisions when generating new captions or understanding the state of their past content.

5.3 Disability Justice and TikTok Access

Accessibility legislation and research overwhelmingly focus on access to critical or educational information, often to the exclusion of entertainment or content deemed less important. Within HCI captioning literature, research overwhelmingly focuses on access to education (e.g., [53, 59]), work (e.g., [14, 69]), or informative media (e.g., news [28], education [16]). However, while a few participants used TikTok for informative purposes, most recounted enjoying watching silly pet, cooking, and trending dance videos. In fact, some participants wrestled with the idea that something that is “not like a ‘need’ thing” (P7) ought to be accessible. We argue that ensuring accessibility to content, even when it does not fulfill a specific need, is essential—all people deserve access to idle entertainment and the ability to participate in the “social engagement” (P4) of sharing and discussing silly videos.

For user-generated content to become accessible content, we argue that creators must embrace principles of disability justice, particularly collective access and interdependence. The disability justice principles of collective access - accessibility is a group, not individual responsibility - and interdependence - that we all rely upon each other to navigate the world - articulate a world where everyone is responsible for considering how to extend access to others [45]. Prior work has often been motivated by the idea that not all online videos will be well-captioned (e.g., [16, 84]). We argue that by adopting a lens of collective access and interdependence, we can imagine a world where high-quality captioning is seen as inherent to user-generated video content and focus future efforts on building tools that help realize that world.

6 LIMITATIONS

Our study has a few key limitations. First, although we reached saturation while analyzing 300 videos, this represents a fraction of the videos uploaded to TikTok every minute. The type of mixed methods analysis we conducted does not scale indefinitely, and future quantitative analyses of TikTok captioning at scale could complement this work. Second, we scoped our dataset to English language videos because of our research team’s fluency in English. All participants were also based in the US. Future work should examine how captions and caption users’ perspectives vary in non-English language and international contexts. Next, we focused on interviewing individuals who already use TikTok and therefore cannot address whether viewers who need captions to access videos find TikTok to be accessible overall. Our participants considered TikTok to be accessible enough to be enjoyable, but we cannot speculate whether this perspective holds universally. Further, we intentionally defined our recruitment criteria based on use of captions to meet an access need, rather than a specific d/Deaf or disability identity. However, all but one participant identified as DHH. Future research should seek to have greater participant diversity. Finally, nine participants is a small sample. Future research, particularly work exploring a standard for user-generated captioning, should seek to validate our findings with a much larger participant pool.

7 CONCLUSION

As the world’s most downloaded app in 2020, [73] and a massive repository of user-generated video content, TikTok provides an exciting opportunity to understand current trends in user-generated captioning and explore how those captions impact the many caption users viewing TikTok daily. We conducted a content analysis of 300 TikTok videos, evenly distributed between general audience and Deafness and disability datasets, and interviewed nine frequent TikTok viewers who rely on captions. Our findings reveal that current TikTok captioning practices facilitate access but could be improved, perhaps with the aid of a user-generated content-specific captioning standard. This work contributes the first empirical understanding of the state of captioning on TikTok, and provides approaches to advancing toward a world with universal captioning for user-generated content.
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